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In the teaching of Chinese as a foreign language, compared to the Chinese
teaching materials, Chinese character textbooks are not only slow starters, but also
need further enhance due to Chinese character teaching is in subservient position to
Chinese teaching for a long time. By contrast, Chinese ancient initiatory character
textbook already mature no matter in the aspect of the concept of compiling or
textbook compilation over the years. The achievement in Chinese character teaching
practice and the facts that western missionary successfully used initiatory character
textbooks to learn characters both proved this kind of material possesses certain
desirable traits in teaching characters which can be reference to Chinese character
textbooks.
Therefore, this text chooses ancient initiatory character textbook Wenzi Meng
Qiu as concrete object of study, aiming at applying its useful method and experiences
to compiling character textbooks.
The full text is consist of five parts:
Chapter one is an introduction part. It explains the topics of this study cause,
objects and target of the study、present research、research methods and signification.
Chapter two firstly gives a brief introduction of the situation of ancient initiatory
character education and Wenzi Meng Qiu, then analyses the concept of compiling and
the traits of the arrangement of Chinese characters as well as the approaches of
literacy of this book.
Chapter three is divided into three parts. The first part analyzes the deficiency of
the primary Chinese character textbooks. This not only explains that the compilation
of the primary Chinese character textbooks indeed need learn other’s experience, but
also does the preparation of coming up with the targeted suggestion in the next
chapter accoding to the traits of Wenzi Meng Qiu. The second part proves that Wenzi















analysis of the relationship of Wenzi Meng Qiu and the primary Chinese character
textbooks. The third part summaries desirable traits of Wenzi Meng Qiu,offering
suggestions on compiling character textbooks on the basis of above analysis.
Chapter four firstly designs an example of the primary Chinese character
textbooks which contains the suggestion above. Then, it evaluates the example
through the practice of teaching，thus proving the feasibility of the point of view of
this text.
Chapter five is the conclusion part. It not only summaries the opinion of full text,
but also rethinks and has carried on the forecast to this research.
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笔 顺 方 面 ， Lee 在 《 Knowledge and Perception of Stroke Order among














③ Lee Pin Ling. Knowledge and Perception of Stroke Order among Chinese-as-a-Foreign Language Students in a
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